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Abstract

A simple learning algorithm for maximal margin classi"ers (also support vector machines with quadratic cost function) is
proposed. We build our iterative algorithm on top of the Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm (S–K-algorithm) from 1981 which
"nds a maximal margin hyperplane with a given precision for separable data. We suggest a generalization of the S–K-algorithm
(i) to the non-linear case using kernel functions and (ii) for non-separable data. The requirement in memory storage is linear
to the data. This property allows the proposed algorithm to be used for large training problems.

The resulting algorithm is simple to implement and as the experiments showed competitive to the state-of-the-art algorithms.
The implementation of the algorithm in Matlab is available. We tested the algorithm on the problem aiming at recognition
poor quality numerals.
? 2003 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Maximal margin classi"ers "nd a decision strategy which
separates the training data with the maximal margin. This
formulation leads to minimization of the structural risk
and to favorable generalization capabilities of the classi"er
which is justi"ed by both the theoretical studies [1,2] and
the experimental evidence. The Support Vector Machines
[2] transform the supervised learning of the maximal margin
classi"er to the quadratic programming problem. Although
the quadratic programming is well explored, complicated
optimization algorithms and computationally demanding
processing of a large amounts of data is needed.

Our work builds on a simple on-line supervised learning
algorithm which "nds a linear maximal margin classi"er
with a prescribed precision. This fast iterative algorithmwith
proved monotone convergence was invented by Schlesinger
et al. [3]. However, the S–K-algorithm has not been widely
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known. Schlesinger’s approach relaxes the requirement for
the exact solution to the �-solution which yields a linear de-
cision rule with the margin diFering from the optimal one
by at most a prescribed constant �. The algorithm is itera-
tive and uses the update rule proposed earlier by Kozinec
[4]. We will call the algorithm the Schlesinger–Kozinec
algorithm to pay tribute to its authors. The abbreviation
S–K-algorithm will be used thereinafter. A wider analysis
of the S–K-algorithm can be found in the monograph [5].

The S–K-algorithm has several advantages: (a) fast con-
vergence to the solution, (b) the ability to process data
on-line, and (c) it can be simply programmed. The disad-
vantage of the S–K-algorithm is that only linear classi"ers
can be found and linearly separable data are required.

Our contribution reported here removes the mentioned
disadvantage. The S–K-algorithm is generalized to cope
with the non-linear decision problem by incorporating ker-
nel functions [6] and solves the non-separable case. Our
experience shows that the proposed algorithm is competi-
tive with Support Vector Machines while its programming
is considerably simpler.

Results presented in this paper are related to some previ-
ous work on support vector machines. The sequential min-
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imal optimization (SMO) algorithm [7] and decomposition
based strategies, e.g. as implemented in SVMlight [8], be-
long to the standard approaches seeking the SVM classi"ers.
We found two other papers which are probably closest to
our work. The "rst paper by Li and Long [9] describes a
training algorithm which yields a linear separating rule. The
algorithm is called relaxed online maximum margin algo-
rithm (ROMMA) and copes with the non-linear case. The
proposed adaptation rule is similar to ours. However, the
ROMMA algorithm does not consider bias in the decision
function and does not use the concept of margin to de"ne
the stopping condition. The second paper by Keerthi [10]
publishes a very nice iterative algorithm for support vec-
tor machine classi"er design. The method was derived by
adapting algorithms from computational geometry seeking
the nearest points between two convex polytopes. The de-
rived adaptation rule is more complex than ours. The ad-
vantage of Keerthi’s method is that less support vectors are
generated. For other related work we refer to Refs. [11,12].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de"nes the
tasks of "nding the separating hyperplanes. Section 3 de-
scribes the use of kernel functions leading to the general-
ization of separating hyperplanes to the non-linear decision
rules. In Section 4 we "rst gradually explain the Schlesinger–
Kozinec algorithm which constitutes the basis of our new
extension and second we introduce steps which lead to a gen-
eralization which solves the non-linear and non-separable
cases. The relation of the proposed algorithm to other ap-
proaches is described in Section 5. The conducted experi-
ments are given in Section 6 and Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2. Separating hyperplane

The sets X1 ={xi: i∈ I1}, X2 ={xi: i∈ I2} denote patterns
from the training multi-set for the "rst and the second class,
respectively. The I = I1∪ I2 are the corresponding sets of in-
dices. The patterns are assumed to be from an n-dimensional
vectors space X. The numbers yi =+1, i∈ I1 and yi =−1,
i∈ I2 denote labels of the patterns.

The classes, i.e., vector sets X1 and X2 are linearly sepa-
rable if there exist a vector w and a threshold b for which
the set of inequalities

〈w; xi〉+ b¿ 0; i∈ I1;

〈w; xi〉+ b¡ 0; i∈ I2; (1)

holds. The notation 〈 〉 stands for the dot (scalar) product.
The vector w and the threshold b determine a separating hy-
perplane 〈w, x〉+ b=0. If task (1) has a solution then there
is an in"nite number of solutions corresponding to possible
separating hyperplanes. There is one separating hyperplane
among them which maximizes distance to the sets X1 and
X2. The distance between a hyperplane and the sets X1, X2 is
determined by the points which are the closest to the hyper-

plane (called support vectors in the support vector machines
literature),

m(w; b) = min
i∈I1∪I2

(
yi · (〈w; xi〉+ b)

‖w‖
)

:

The optimal separating hyperplane [2] is introduced which
is the result of

(w∗; b∗) = argmax
w;b

m(w; b) (2)

and maximizes the distance m(w; b). The real positive num-
ber m∗ =m(w∗; b∗) is the maximal margin between the sets
X1 and X2. Task (2) can be equivalently expressed as

(w∗; b∗) = argmin
w;b

1
2 ‖w‖2 (3)

subject to

〈w; xi〉+ b¿+ 1; i∈ I1;

〈w; xi〉+ b6− 1; i∈ I2;
(4)

where the canonical expression of the hyperplane is used. If
w∗ and b∗ solve task (3) then the optimal margin is equal
to m(w∗; b∗) = 1=‖w‖ which is obvious if we divide (4) by
‖w‖.

If the sets X1 and X2 are not linearly separable then con-
ditions (4) cannot be satis"ed and the optimal hyperplane
does not exist. The generalized optimal hyperplane [2] is
introduced as a solution of

(w∗; b∗; �∗i ) = argmin
w;b;�i

1
2
‖w‖2 + C

∑
i∈I1∪I2

(�i)
d (5)

subject to

〈w; xi〉+ b¿+ 1− �i; i∈ I1;

〈w; xi〉+ b6− 1 + �i; i∈ I2;

�i¿ 0; i∈ I1 ∪ I2:

(6)

The inequalities (6) are relaxed by positive slack variables
�i. Their sum is weighted by a prescribed regularization
constant C added to the objective function (5). The sum∑

i(�i)d is the cost function for patterns whose distance to
the hyperplane is less than margin 1=‖w‖. The upper index
d denotes the power of the cost function. The cost functions
are linear (for d=1) or quadratic (for d=2). Let us note that
the generalized hyperplane is sought in the support vector
machines [2] in which the dual formulation of task (5) is
used. The data xi appears only in the form of dot products
in the dual form. This property allows us to use the kernel
functions for "nding non-linear classi"ers.

3. Towards a non-linear decision rule via a kernel
function

An algorithm which "nds a separating hyperplane (e.g.,
by solving the tasks de"ned above) can be extended to seek a
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Fig. 1. A 2D example of the transformation introducing homogeneous coordinates and reKecting the set X2 over the origin.

non-linear hypersurface de"ned as f(x)=0. This is possible
if the non-linear function f : X → R can be expressed as a
linear function in some new space Y,

f(x) =
m∑

i=1

wi�i(x) + b = 〈w; y〉+ b: (7)

Vectors y in the new m-dimensional space Y are images
of the vectors x from the original n-dimensional space X.
The mapping � : X → Y determines the non-linear hyper-
surface f(x) = 0. A linear algorithm can be employed in
the new space Y to "nd the vector w and the threshold b
which are the parameters of the non-linear hypersurface in
the space X.

The explicit mapping to the new m-dimensional space
can be computationally intractable since the dimension m
may be very high. This problem can be avoided if kernel
functions k : X × X → R are used. The solution then be-
comes computationally feasible. The kernel functions cor-
respond to the dot product of non-linearly mapped vectors
x1; x2 ∈X,

k(x1; x2) = 〈�(x1); �(x2)〉:
Let us note that a linear algorithm has to use data in terms
of dot products only to apply kernel functions. The dual
form of the support vector machines is the example in
which the data appear in terms of dot products and the
kernel functions can be used.

4. The proposed algorithm as an extension of the
Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm

In this section we will "rst gradually explain the
Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm which constitutes the basis
of our new extension. Second we demonstrate steps lead-
ing us to a generalization which solves the non-linear and
non-separable cases.

We take into account that the Schlesinger–Kozinec algo-
rithm is quite unknown. We will start with a simple algo-
rithm which was originally designed to "nd a separating hy-
perplane (1). The algorithm can be simply modi"ed to seek

the optimal hyperplane (3) as well as the generalized opti-
mal hyperplane (5) with quadratic cost function. Moreover,
this algorithm can be expressed in terms of dot products
which results in non-linear extensions if the kernel functions
are used.

4.1. Kozinec’s algorithm

The Kozinec algorithm "nds the separating hyperplane
〈w; x〉 + b = 0 which splits two vector sets X1, X2, i.e., the
vector w and the scalar b are found which satisfy

〈w; xi〉+ b¿ 0; i∈ I1;

〈w; xi〉+ b¡ 0; i∈ I2: (8)

Let us formally simplify this task to the equivalent problem
by introducing new vectors

w′ = [w; b]; X ′
1 = {[xi; 1]: i∈ I1};

X ′
2 = {[− xi;−1]: i∈ I2}; (9)

where one new coordinate was added. This transformation
can be geometrically seen as introducing homogeneous co-
ordinates and reKecting the set X2 over the origin as depicted
in Fig. 1. Performing this transformation task (8) becomes
equivalent to seeking the vector w′ satisfying

〈w′; x′〉¿ 0; i∈ x′ ∈X ′: (10)

The vector w′ sought determines a hyperplane 〈w′; x′〉 = 0
passing through the origin. The task separating "nite sets X1

and X2 is modi"ed to the task of putting set X ′ = X ′
1 ∪ X ′

2

on one side of the hyperplane, see Fig. 1. Further on we will
use w, x and X instead of w′, x′ and X ′ to make notation
simpler. The Kozinec algorithm is de"ned as follows.

Algorithm 1. Kozinec’s algorithm

1. Initialization: Set w to any vector x∈X .
2. Stopping condition: Find any vector xt ∈X which satis-

"es the inequality

〈w; xt〉¡ 0:
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If such a vector does not exist then the vector w solves
task (10). Otherwise go to Step 3.

3. Adaptation: Compute the new value of vector wnew as

wnew = w · (1− q) + q · xt ; (11)

where

q = argmin
q∈(0;1]

‖w · (1− q) + q · xt‖: (12)

Continue with Step 2.

The Kozinec algorithm begins iterations from an arbitrary
point x∈ LX , where LX is the convex hull of the set X . For
instance it can start from any point x∈X . In Step 2 a point
xt violating condition (10) is sought. If such a point is not
found then w de"nes the separating hyperplane. Otherwise
w is adapted so that its new value wnew is the closest point to
the origin which lies on the abscissa between the old w and
the vector xt . The number q determines how much we must
move from the vector w towards the vector xt to "nd the new
value the wnew. There is a simple closed form solution of task
(12) and its result is the number q. The adaptation rule (12)
ensures that the vector w remains in the convex hull LX and
its norm monotonically decreases. The mentioned iteration
scheme is repeated until the stopping condition is satis"ed.

Let us point out a similarity between the Kozinec algo-
rithm and the Perceptron. Substituting the adaptation rule
wnew = w + xt in Step 3, the Kozinec algorithm becomes
the Perceptron algorithm. It was proved by NovikoF [13]
that for the linearly separable case the Perceptron algo-
rithm "nds the separating hyperplane after D2=m2 steps at
most, where number D =maxx∈X ‖x‖ and m =minx∈ LX ‖x‖.
A similar theorem exists for the Kozinec algorithm [4]
where the upper bound of the number of iterations is
D2=m2 lnD2=m2. Let us note, that this bound holds also
when we return to the original formulation and seek for
the hyperplane 〈w; x〉 + b = 0. In this case the number
D = max(maxx1 ;x2∈X1‖x1 − x2‖;maxx1 ;x2∈X2‖x1 − x2‖) and
the m=minw1∈ LX 1 ;w2∈ LX 2

1
2 ‖w1−w2‖. The Kozinec algorithm

can be slightly modi"ed to "nd the optimal hyperplane (3)
which is described in the following section.

4.2. Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm

We will show the modi"ed stopping condition in Step 2
of the Kozinec Algorithm 1 which leads to the algorithm
"nding the optimal hyperplane

w∗ = argmin
w

‖w‖2 (13)

subject to

〈w; xi〉¿ 1; i∈ I;

where transformation (9) was used. Let the vector w∗ be a
vector contained in the convex hull LX and being the closest
to the origin, i.e.,

w∗ = argmin
w∈ LX

‖w‖: (14)

Fig. 2. The vector w∗ determines the optimal hyperplane which is
the solution of w∗ = argmax

w
min
i∈I

〈w; xi〉=‖w‖.

Such a w∗ also solves task (13) and de"nes the optimal hy-
perplane. We refer to Ref. [5] for the proof of this assertion.

As described above the Kozinec algorithm decreases the
norm of the vector w in each iteration and the vector w re-
mains in the convex hull LX . Disabling the stopping condi-
tion of the Kozinec algorithm would lead to the asymptotical
convergence of the w to the w∗ provided it does not stop in
a "nite number of steps. It implies that modi"cation to the
algorithm "nding the optimal hyperplane requires the use of
the stopping condition which ends the algorithm if the ‖w‖
is close enough to the ‖w∗‖.
Schlesinger [3] proposed stopping the Kozinec algorithm

when the margin m(w) of the current separating hyperplane
is smaller than the optimal margin m(w∗) by at most the
prescribed �. A hyperplane satisfying this condition is called
�-optimal hyperplane and is formally de"ned as a hyper-
plane 〈w; x〉= 0 satisfying

m(w∗)− m(w)6 �: (15)

Let us note that for � = 0 the �-optimal hyperplane coin-
cides with the optimal hyperplane. Condition (15) can be
constructively evaluated even though the optimal w∗ is not
known beforehand. The idea is to use the norm ‖w‖ as the
upper bound of m(w∗). This follows from the following re-
lation:

m∗ = min
i∈I1∪I2

〈w∗; xi〉
‖w∗‖ = ‖w∗‖6 ‖w‖:

The validity of this relation can be intuitively understood
from Fig. 2. Using the upper bound ‖w‖ we can assert that
a hyperplane 〈w; x〉= 0 for which

‖w‖ −min
i∈I

〈w; xi〉
‖w‖ 6 � (16)
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holds is the �-optimal hyperplane satisfying (15). Substitut-
ing condition (16) (with the converse inequality sign) to
Step 2 of the Kozinec Algorithm 1 we get the algorithm
which "nds the �-optimal hyperplane. We arrived at the
Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm which we abbreviate as the
S–K-algorithm.

Let us return to the original formulation in which we
sought a hyperplane 〈w; x〉 + b = 0 instead of the hy-
perplane 〈w′; x′〉 = 0 passing through the origin. As we
mentioned above the hyperplane 〈w; x〉 + b = 0 can be
immediately obtained from the solution 〈w′; x′〉 = 0 of
the S–K-algorithm since w′ = [w; b]. However, experi-
mental results show [5] that better performance can be
achieved using the S–K-algorithm formulated directly to
"nd 〈w; x〉 + b = 0 instead of using equivalent expression
(9) and seeking 〈w′; x′〉 = 0. The following lines describe
the S–K-algorithm directly seeking the optimal hyperplane.

Task (14) for X ′ changes for X1, X2 to the task

(w∗
1 ; w

∗
2 ) = argmin

w1∈ LX 1 ;w2∈ LX 2

‖w1 − w2‖; (17)

where LX 1 denotes the convex hull of the set X1 and LX 2 the
convex hull of the set X2. The hyperplane perpendicular to
the abscissa between vectors w∗

1 , w
∗
2 and passing through the

midpoint coincides with the optimal hyperplane (3). For-
mally written the optimal hyperplane 〈w∗; x〉+b=0 is com-
puted as

w∗ = w∗
1 − w∗

2 ; b = 1
2 (‖w∗

2 ‖2 − ‖w∗
1 ‖2): (18)

The S–K-algorithm starts from arbitrary vectors w1 ∈ LX 1,
w2 ∈ LX 2. The �-optimality criterion is evaluated for the vec-
tor xi, i∈ I1 ∪ I2 closest to the hyperplane. Let us assume,
for instance, that the vector xt ; t ∈ I1 was found and the
�-optimality criterion is violated. Then the vector w2 is "xed
and the vector w1 is moved towards the vector w2 using the
Kozinec adaptation rule wnew

1 = w1 · (1 − q) + xt · q. The
number q is determined such that the distance between the
vectors wnew

1 and w2 is minimal. Similar adaptation is per-
formed for the vector w2. If xt ; t ∈ I2 then w1 is "xed and
w2 is moved towards w1. The algorithm iterates until the
�-optimality criterion is satis"ed. The �-optimality condition
m(w∗)− m(w)¡� can be eOciently evaluated as

‖w1 − w2‖ −min
(
min
i∈I1

〈xi − w2; w1 − w2〉
‖w1 − w2‖ ;

min
i∈I2

〈xi − w1; w2 − w1〉
‖w1 − w2‖

)
¡�: (19)

See Fig. 5(a) for geometrical illustration.

Algorithm 2. Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm

1. Initialization: Set the vector w1 to any vector x∈X1 and
w2 to any vector x∈X2.

2. Stopping condition: Find a vector xt closest to the hy-
perplane as xt = argmini∈I1∪I2

m(xi) where

m(xi) =




〈xi−w2 ;w1−w2〉
‖w1−w2‖ ; for i∈ I1;

〈xi−w1 ;w2−w1〉
‖w1−w2‖ ; for i∈ I2:

:

If the �-optimality condition ‖w1−w2‖−m(xt)¡� holds
then the vector w = w1 − w2 and b= 1

2 (‖w1‖2 − ‖w2‖2)
de"nes the �-solution. Otherwise go to Step 3.

3. Adaptation: If xt ∈X1 then set wnew
2 = w2 and compute

wnew
1 = w1 · (1− q) + q · xt ; where

q =min
(
1;

〈w1 − w2; w1 − xt〉
‖w1 − xt‖2

)
:

Otherwise if xt ∈X2 then set wnew
1 = w1 and compute

wnew
2 = w2 · (1− q) + q · xt ; where

q =min
(
1;

〈w2 − w1; w2 − xt〉
‖w2 − xt‖2

)
:

Continue with Step 2.

The hyperplane (18) found is the optimal one (with given
precision �) but it is not in the canonical form (3) since the
training vectors closest to the hyperplane satisfy 〈w∗; x〉 +
b = ‖w∗‖=2 unlike in the canonical representation where
〈w∗

c ; x〉 + bc = 1. To obtain the canonical form, the hyper-
plane found must be rescaled by a proper constant. It is
straightforward that

w∗
c = 2

w∗

‖w∗‖ ; bc = 2
b

‖w∗‖ : (20)

4.3. Kernel Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm

We have arrived at the point where we start explaining our
novel contribution. This section describes how to generalize
the S–K-algorithm, see Algorithm 2, to train a non-linear
discriminant functions. The underlying idea is to express the
S–K-algorithm in terms of dot products and use the kernel
trick which has already been mentioned in Section 3.
The iterated vectors w1 and w2 are explicitly expressed

as the convex combination of point sets X1 and X2. We in-
troduce multipliers �i; i∈ I1 ∪ I2 which correspond to the
training data xi, i∈ I1 ∪ I2. The relation between the multi-
pliers �i and the vectors w1 and w2 is given as

w1 =
∑
i∈I1

�i · xi; w2 =
∑
i∈I2

�i · xi;
∑
i∈I1

�i = 1;

∑
i∈I2

�i = 1; �i¿ 0: (21)

First we will show that the adaptation step of the
S–K-algorithm can be performed by updating the coeOcient
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vectors �1; �2. Let us assume that the algorithm arrived at
Step 3 and the coeOcient q and vector xt ∈X1 have already
been determined. The adaptation of the vector w1 is com-
puted as

wnew
1 = w1 · (1− q) + q · xt : (22)

Substituting Eq. (21) to Eq. (22) we get∑
i∈I1

�new
i · xi = (1− q) ·

∑
i∈I1

�i · xi + q · xt

=
∑
i∈I1

[(1− q) + q · �i; t] · �i · xi;

where we used the Kronecker delta �i; t = 0 for i = t and
�i; t = 1 for i = t. This means that the adaptation step for
�i; i∈ I1 can be performed as

�new
i = �i · (1− q) + q · �i; t (23)

and similarly in the case for which �i; i∈ I2 are to be adapted.
For evaluation of the stopping condition in Step 2 and

computation of the number q in Steps 3 and 4 it is suOcient
to know the values of the dot products

〈w1; w1〉=
∑
i∈I1

∑
i∈I1

�i · �j〈xi; xj〉= A;

〈w2; w2〉=
∑
i∈I2

∑
i∈I2

�i · �j〈xi; xj〉= B;

〈w1; w2〉=
∑
i∈I1

∑
i∈I2

�i · �j〈xi; xj〉= C;

〈w1; xi〉=
∑
j∈I1

�j · 〈xi; xj〉= Di;

〈w2; xi〉=
∑
j∈I2

�j · 〈xi; xj〉= Ei; (24)

where we denoted the dot products for later use. The data
now appears only in terms of dot products. To classify a
pattern x it is suOcient to check on which side of the sepa-
rating hyperplane the pattern x lies. This can be determined
according to the sign of the function

f(x) = 〈w1 − w2; x〉+ b =
∑

i∈I;�i 	=0

�iyi〈xi; x〉+ b:

After substituting the kernel functions k(xi; xj) for all the
dot products used in the algorithm its non-linear version is
obtained which "nds the non-linear decision function

f(x) =
∑

i∈I;�i 	=0

�iyik(xi; x) + b (25)

corresponding to the optimal hyperplane in the non-linear
space Y.

The Kernel S–K-algorithm has the same framework as the
original S–K-algorithm, see Algorithm 2. The only diFer-
ence is in using the new adaptation rule de"ned by Eq. (23).
Moreover, Eqs. (24) are used to compute dot products. The

memory requirements are linear since the algorithm uses
only these dot products their number is 3+2×|I |, where |I |
equals to the number of training patterns. It is obvious that
the computation of these dot products is the bottleneck of the
algorithm since it requires O(l2) evaluations of both the dot
products and the kernel functions. Fortunately this problem
can be avoided by caching the values of dot products and
employing a particularly simple adaptation rule for their
update. Later we will use the notation for A, B, C, Di and
Ei which was introduced in Eq. (24) for brevity. The update
of the dot product Dnew

i =
∑

i∈I1
�i〈xi; x〉 after the adaptation

of �new
i = �i(1− q) + q�i; t , i∈ I1 can be expressed as

Dnew
i =

∑
i∈I1

�new
i 〈xi; x〉

=
∑
i∈I1

[�i(1− q) + q�i; t]〈xi; x〉

= (1− q) · Di + q · 〈xt ; x〉:
Similarly the remaining dot products can be updated as

Anew = C · (1− q)2 + 2 · (1− q) · q · Dt

+ q2 · 〈xt ; xt〉;
Cnew = C · (1− q) + q · Dt:

The case in which w2 or �i, i∈ I2, are adapted is treated
likewise.

We name the S–K-algorithm expressed in the terms of
dot products the Kernel S–K-algorithm. This Kernel S–
K-algorithm is introduced next and we will use k(xi; xj) in-
stead of the dot product 〈xi; xj〉.

Algorithm 3. Kernel Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm

1. Initialization: Set up �i1 = 1 for any i1 ∈ I1, �i2 = 1 for
any i2 ∈ I2, and the remaining multipliers �i = 0, i∈ I1 ∪
I2, i = i1; i = i2. Initialize the cache of dot products
corresponding to the multipliers �i as

A = k(xi1 ; xi1 ); B = k(xi2 ; xi2 ); C = k(xi1 ; xi2 );

Di = k(xi1 ; xi); Ei = k(xi2 ; xi); i∈ I1 ∪ I2:

2. Stopping condition: Find the index of the closest point
to the hyperplane as t = argmini∈I1∪I2

m(i) where

m(i) =




Di − Ei + B − C√
A + B − 2C

; for i∈ I1;

Ei − Di + A − C√
A + B − 2C

; for i∈ I2:

If the �-optimality condition
√

A + B − 2C − m(t)¡�
holds then the multipliers �i, i∈ I1∪ I2, correspond to the
�-optimal hyperplane. Otherwise go to Step 3.

3. Adaptation: If t ∈ I1 then adapt �i; i∈ I1 as

�new
i = �i · (1− q) + q · �i; t ; i∈ I1;
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where

q =min
(
1;

A − Dt + Et − C
A + k(xt ; xt)− 2 · (Dt − Et)

)

and update cached dot products

Anew = A · (1− q)2 + 2 · (1− q) · q · Dt + q2 · k(xt ; xt);

Cnew = C · (1− q) + q · Et;

Dnew
i = Di · (1− q) + q · k(xi; xt); i∈ I1 ∪ I2:

Otherwise if t ∈ I2 then adapt �i; i∈ I2 as

�new
i = �i · (1− q) + q · �i; t ; i∈ I2;

where

q =min
(
1;

B − Et + Dt − C
B + k(xt ; xt)− 2(Et − Dt)

)

and update cached dot products

Bnew = B · (1− q)2 + 2 · (1− q) · q · Et + q2 · k(xt ; xt);

Cnew = C · (1− q) + q · Dt;

Enew
i = Ei · (1− q) + q · k(xi; xt); i∈ I1 ∪ I2:

Continue with Step 2.

The multipliers �i, i∈ I1 ∪ I2 found by the Kernel S–
K-algorithm determine the non-linear decision function
(25). The threshold b is computed analogically to Eq. (18),

b =
1
2

(∑
i∈I2

∑
j∈I2

�i · �j · k(xi; xj)

−
∑
i∈I1

∑
j∈I1

�i · �j · k(xi; xj)

)

=
1
2
(B − A);

where the dot products updated in the algorithm were used.
Similarly the canonical expression of the found hyperplane
can be obtained using Eq. (20), i.e. by multiplying �i, i∈ I1∪
I2 and b by the number

2√∑
i∈I1

∑
j∈I2

yi · yj · �i · �j · k(xi; xj)

=
2√

A + B − 2C
: (26)

Let us mention a connection between the multipliers �i and
the dual form [2] of task (3) used in the SVM algorithms to
"nd the optimal hyperplane. Such a dual task is de"ned as

(�i; i∈ I) = argmax
�i∈I

∑
i∈I

�i

−1
2

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

�i · �j · yi · yj · k(xi; xj) (27)

subject to∑
i∈I

�i · yi = 0; �i¿ 0; i∈ I:

The multipliers �i solving Eq. (27) coincide with the multi-
pliers computed by the Kernel S–K-algorithm after normal-
ization (26). Let us emphasize that even though the Kernel
S–K-algorithm optimizes the multipliers �i of the dual task
its stopping criterion is de"ned in terms of the original (pri-
mal) task, i.e., as the diFerence between the margin of the
found and the optimal hyperplane.

4.4. Non-separable case

We will show how the S–K-algorithm can be applied to
the situation in which the data are not separable.

The idea is to use transformation [11] which expresses
the task seeking the optimal generalized hyperplane de"ned
for the non-separable case as the task seeking the optimal
hyperplane in which the data are linearly separable.

Here the input n-dimensional space X is transformed to
a new n+ l-dimensional space X′ where l is the number of
training patterns l= |I1|+ |I2|. The vector xi ∈X is mapped
to a new vector x′i ∈X′ so that

x′i = [xi; 0; : : : ; yi√
2C

; : : : ; 0];

w′ = [w;
√
2C�1; : : : ;

√
2C�i; : : : ;

√
2C�l]: (28)

The added coordinates of the vector w′ correspond to the
slack variables. If we substitute w′ and x′i to Eq. (3) then it
turns into task (5) with quadratic cost function, i.e., d=2. Let
us note that the input data in the transformed space X′ must
be linearly separable since the non-zero coordinate added to
each vector x′i distinguishes this vector from the others.
To apply the mentioned transformation to the kernel

S–K-algorithm, we must only change the kernel function
k(xi; xj) to a new k ′(xi; xj) which is de"ned as

k ′(xi; xj) = k(xi; xj) + �i; j
1
2C

: (29)

Using kernel (29) the Kernel S–K-algorithm will "nd the
generalized optimal hyperplane with the quadratic cost func-
tion (5) in the non-linear space induced by the kernel k(·; ·).

5. Relation to other algorithms

5.1. Nearest point algorithm

A similar approach to the proposed algorithm is the
nearest point algorithm (NPA) by Keerthi et al. [10]. This
method combines two algorithms which, similarly to the
Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm, "nds the nearest vectors
from convex hulls LX 1 and LX 2. The "rst one is the Gilbert’s
algorithm [14] and the second one is algorithm by Mitchell
et al. [15]. The Gilbert’s algorithm iteratively solves

w∗ = argmin
w∈ LZ

‖w‖;
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where LZ is a convex hull of the diFerence set Z = {xi −
xj: i∈ I1; j∈ I2}. The vector w∗ equals to the w∗

1 −w∗
2 [10],

where w∗
1 and w∗

2 are the nearest vectors from convex hulls
LX 1 and LX 2 sought in the Schlesinger–Kozinec algorithm.
The Gilbert’s algorithm solves the one convex hull problem
using the same adaptation rule (11) as in the Kozinec’s algo-
rithm. The diFerence set Z need not be constructed explic-
itly since in each step only a vector zt violating optimality
condition is needed. The vector zt = xi − xj is determined by
the vectors xi ∈X1 and xj ∈X2 having the shortest distance
to the hyperplane. In contrast, the Schlesinger–Kozinec al-
gorithm needs only one vector for adaptation. The second
algorithm, proposed by Mitchell et al., explicitly uses the
representation of w as convex combination of the training
vectors, i.e., w=

∑
�iyixi. This algorithm tries to "nd such

representation of w that all the training vectors, having
�i = 0 are those which minimize the distance to the found
hyperplane since such representation de"ne the optimal
hyperplane [10]. The NPA algorithm combines the both
mentioned algorithms plus some ideas of the SMO [7].
This results in a fast algorithm which is, however, more
complicated for implementation than the original ones.

5.2. Relaxed online maximal margin algorithm

The relaxed online maximal margin algorithm (ROMMA)
by Li and Long [9] is another closely related approach. This
algorithm iteratively searches for the linear separating hy-
perplane 〈w; x〉=0 (bias is not considered) which eventually
converges to the optimal separating hyperplane. The opti-
mal separating hyperplane in canonical form (3) which is to
be found must have the minimal norm ‖w‖ provided the lin-
ear constrains yi〈w; xi〉¿ 1, i∈ I hold. The ROMMA goes
through the training vectors trying to "nd such xt which vi-
olates the condition yi〈w; xt〉¿ 1. When xt is found then a
new wnew is computed as

wnew = argmin
w∈H

‖w‖; (30)

where subset H ={w: 〈wnew; w〉¿ ‖wnew‖2}∩{w: yt〈w; xt〉
¿ 1} approximates the set of all linear constrains
yi〈w; xi〉¿ 1, i∈ I . The optimization problem (30) has an
analytical solution [9]

wnew = a · w + b · xt ; (31)

where

a =
‖xt‖2‖w‖2 − yt〈w; xt〉
‖xt‖2‖w‖2 − 〈w; xt〉 ;

b =
‖w‖2(yt − 〈w; xt〉)
‖xt‖2‖w‖2 − 〈w; xt〉 :

This iterative process is repeated until convergence. We im-
plemented the ROMMA according to [9] and, moreover,
we used two improvements: (i) the dot products 〈w; w〉
and 〈w; xi〉, i∈ I are cached and eOciently updated due

to the simple adaptation rule (similarly to the Kernel S–
K-algorithm), (ii) one constant coordinate is added to the
data and the corresponding coordinate of the vectorw is used
as the bias (see transformation (9)) which can be eOciently
done using kernel function k ′(xi; xj) = k(xi; xj) + 1.

5.3. Stopping condition

Finally, let us compare the speci"c �-optimality stopping
condition of the proposed Kernel S–K-algorithm to a com-
monly used stopping condition, e.g., in the SMO algorithm
[7], SVMlight [8]. The common stopping condition follows
from the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker optimality conditions and
for the separable SVM optimization problem (3) can be
written as

yi(〈wc; xi〉+ bc) = 1± L�; for �i ¿ 0;

yi(〈wc; xi〉+ bc)¿ 1± L�; for �i = 0; (32)

where the L� de"nes precision. We denote (32) L�-optimality
stopping condition. As mentioned (see Section 4.3), by scal-
ing the hyperplane obtained from the Kernel S–K-algorithm
by the factor 2=‖w‖ we obtain its canonical representation.
From the geometrical interpretation (see Fig. 5) it is clear,
that we can see L�-optimality condition as the �-optimality
condition applied to the canonical hyperplane. More pre-
cisely, the following stopping condition:

2− 2 ·min
(
min
i∈I1

〈xi − w2; w1 − w2〉
‖w1 − w2‖2 ;

min
i∈I2

〈xi − w1; w2 − w1〉
‖w1 − w2‖2

)
6 L�; (33)

implemented to the Kernel S–K-algorithm is equivalent to
the L�-stopping condition (32). By comparing Eq. (33) to the
�-optimality condition (19) we get relation

� =
‖w‖
2

· L�:

6. Experiments

We conducted several experiments in order to (i) investi-
gate the inKuence of the � parameter determining the preci-
sion of the Kernel S–K-algorithm, (ii) to compare the Kernel
S–K-algorithm with the current representative algorithms,
and (iii) to evaluate the proposed algorithm in a practical
problem of digits recognition from a video records. The re-
sults on the item (i) are presented in Section 6.1. The prac-
tical problem and comparison to SMO, SVMlight , ROMMA
and k-NN classi"er is described in Section 6.2.

6.1. In>uence of the precision parameter �

We tested inKuence of the precision parameter � on
both synthetic and real benchmark data sets. We selected
the Ripley’s data set [16] as the synthetic problem and
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Fig. 3. The separation hypersurface for the RBF function with ) = 0:5 trained on the Ripley’s data set. Three hypersurfaces depicted in (a)
are computed for precision parameter �= [0:01; 0:005; 0:001]. (b) Contains evolution of the upper and lower bounds on the optimal margin.
The vertical dashed lines denote the number of iterations needed to compute hypersurfaces with precisions � = [0:01; 0:05; 0:001].

Table 1
InKuence of the precision parameter � of the Kernel S–K-algorithm tested on selected benchmark datasets

Precision Class. error Class. error Margin Kernel Time SVs
� (test) (%) (train) (%) ±�=2 evaluations (s) (%)

Ripley data set, RBF kernel with ) = 0:5, C = 10
0.01 9.4 10.8 0.024 0:640× 106 0.18 44.4
0.005 9.4 10.8 0.024 1:396× 106 0.32 46.0
0.001 9.4 10.8 0.024 7:536× 106 1.72 51.2

Pima Indians Diabetes, RBF kernel with ) = 1000, C = 10
0.01 20.8 26.3 0.092 2:313× 106 0.64 96.4
0.005 21.6 26.3 0.086 5:111× 106 1.41 97.7
0.001 21.1 25.8 0.082 27:188× 106 7.52 97.9

Wisconsin Breast Cancer, RBF kernel with ) = 10, C = 1
0.01 1.5 3.5 0.235 0:333× 106 0.10 27.8
0.005 1.5 3.5 0.235 0:656× 106 0.19 29.5
0.001 1.5 3.5 0.235 3:279× 106 0.95 32.5

the Pima Indians Diabetes data set and the Wisconsin
Breast Cancer data set from the UCI data repository [17]
as real problems. All the data sets used correspond to
binary classi"cation problems. The Ripley’s data set con-
tains the testing and training part. The remaining two data
sets were partitioned into the testing and training part in
proportion 50%:50%.

We used the radial basis function (RBF) kernel k(xi; xj)=
e−‖xi−xj‖2=(2)2). To solve the SVM problem we have to de-
termine the regularization constant C and the kernel width
) for the RBF kernel. For each data set we run the Kernel
S–K-algorithm with �=0:01 for C = [1; 2; 5; 10; : : : ; 10000]
and ) = [0:1; 0:2; 0:5; 1; 2; 5; 10; : : : ; 5000], i.e., 195 possi-
ble combinations. We selected the parameters for which the

smallest classi"cation error on the test set was obtained. The
best selected parameters were used for training the Kernel
S–K-algorithm with precisions � = [0:01; 0:005; 0:001].
For the Ripley’s data set we visualized the calculated

separation hypersurface of the RBF kernel with respect to
the precision � of the Kernel S–K-algorithm. The result is
displayed in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(b) we depicted the upper
and lower bound (y-axis) of the optimal margin with respect
to the number of iterations (x-axis). As mentioned above the
algorithm stops when the diFerence between these bounds is
less than the prescribed �. Three vertical dashed lines denote
the numbers of iterations for the � = [0:01; 0:005; 0:001].
The summary of results is enlisted in Table 1. During

the experiments we measured (i) testing classi"cation error,
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Fig. 4. The sample of gray-scale 10 × 10 images of digits captured from video records are depicted in (a). The distribution of digits per
class is presented in (b).

Fig. 5. Geometrical interpretation of �-optimality (a) and L�-optimality (b) stopping conditions. (a) Shows how can be �-optimality condition
evaluated from projections of vectors w1, w2 and xt on the normal vector w=w1−w2. By normalizing the projections by number 2=‖w1−w2‖
the �-optimality changes to L�-optimality stopping condition.

(ii) training classi"cation error, (iii) margin of the found
hyperplane, (iv) number of kernel evaluations, (v) training
time on AMD K7/1200 MHz, and (vi) the percentage of
the support vectors in the training data set. The results show
that the Kernel S–K-algorithm converges very fast at "rst
steps and slows down as the optimal solution is approached.
However, almost the same classi"cation error rates were
obtained for all the parameters � = [0:01; 0:005; 0:001]. It
indicates that to "nd good classi"er we do not need the
extremely precise solution with � → 0.

6.2. Digits recognition from video records

The proposed algorithm was tested on the OCR problem
from the real word scenario. We were motivated by our
European Union project ISAAC (IST-2001-33266) which

develops a tool for analyzing videosequences captured by
an inspection tractor checking sewerage. One subproblem
is to automatically recognize numeric labels characterizing
videos. These numerals are of a poor quality.

The used data set contains 3390 gray-scale images of
digits 0; 1; : : : ; 9 of two diFerent fonts (two types of video
recorders). The sample of digits can be seen in Fig. 4(a). The
distribution of individual digits in the data set is presented
in Fig. 4(b). In the preprocessing step the images were (i)
size-normalized to 10 × 10 pixels, (ii) the pixel gray-scale
values from interval [0; 255] were normalized to interval
[0; 1] and (iii) histogram equalization was used. Each image
is represented as a 10×10=100-dimensional feature vector
containing gray-scale pixel values.

Since the proposed algorithm is designed for the binary
classi"cation problem we used the one-against-one decom-
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Table 2
Classi"cation results obtained on the digit recognition problem

Algorithm Cross-valid. Kernel Time SVs
error (%) evaluations (s) (%)

L�=0.1
SMO 0.74 13:6× 106 12 29.4
SVMlight 0.71 1:7× 106 21 27.8
ROMMA 0.77 25:3× 106 37 52.3
KSK 0.74 4:7× 106 12 22.3

L�=0.05
SMO 0.71 15:18× 106 13 29.7
SVMlight 0.71 1:81× 106 22 28.5
ROMMA 0.75 57:7× 106 82 57.4
KSK 0.77 8:77× 106 14 24.9

L�=0.01
SMO 0.71 37:21× 106 31 29.7
SVMlight 0.76 1:96× 106 23 28.8
ROMMA 0.74 296:57× 106 403 62.8
KSK 0.74 46:59× 106 90 28.3

Comparison between the sequential minimal optimizer (SMO), SVMlight , the relaxed online maximum margin algorithm (ROMMA) and
the Kernel S–K-algorithm (KSK).

position method [18]. This method decomposes the K-class
classi"cation problem (in our case K = 10) to K(K − 1)=2
binary classi"ers where each one is trained on data from two
classes. We trained a binary SVM classi"er fi;j(x) for the
training data from the ith and jth classes. In the classi"ca-
tion step the function fi;j(x) is evaluated for all pairs (i; j).
If the function fi;j(x) classi"es pattern x to the ith class then
the vote for the ith class is incremented by one and vice
versa for the jth class. Finally the pattern x is classi"ed to
the class with highest amount of votes.

We trained the binary classi"er using the RBF kernel with
the width )=[0:2; 0:5; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; : : : ; 10]. Since the problem
is separable for the selected kernel we used the regularization
constant C =∞. The precision parameter of the Kernel S–
K-algorithm was set to �=0:01. We evaluated the classi"ca-
tion errors for all values of ) by the "ve-fold cross-validation
on the whole dataset. The best cross-validation error rate
0.74% (percentage of misclassi"cation) was obtained for the
kernel width ) = 2.

Finally, we compared the Kernel S–K-algorithm against
SMO, SVMlight and ROMMA as representatives of SVM
algorithms and the k-NN classi"er as a representative of
non-SVM approach. We used the same stopping condi-
tion (32) with the parameters L� = [0:1, 0:05, 0:01]. The
obtained results are enlisted in Table 2. We measured (i)
cross-validation error rate, (ii) number of kernel evaluations,
(iii) mean training time needed for building the whole classi-
"er (45 binary classi"ers) on AMD K7/1200 MHz, and (iv)
the percentage of unique support vectors in the training data
set. It can be seen that the cross-validation error rates are
almost equivalent for diFerent values of L� (similarly to the

result of the previous experiment). The best cross-validation
error for k-NN (k = [1; 2; : : : ; 10]) was 1:2%, i.e. worse
than all SVM algorithms. The SVMlight needed the smallest
number of kernel evaluations, however, SVMlight uses mem-
ory cache for kernel evaluations unlike the other tested al-
gorithms. The SMO and Kernel S–K-algorithm were faster
for lower precisions � = [0:1; 0:05] than SVMlight and vice
versa for higher precision � = 0:001. The ROMMA algo-
rithm was the slowest compared to the others. The Kernel
S–K-algorithm yielded the rule with the smallest number of
support vectors. The smaller number of the support vectors
results to the faster classi"er which is essential in our appli-
cation where the videosequences must be processed in re-
altime. The ROMMA and Kernel S–K-algorithm are some-
what simpler for implementation than the SMO and essen-
tially simpler than the SVMlight .

7. Conclusions

We have proposed a simple algorithm for training the
support vector machine classi"ers with the quadratic cost
function. The algorithm is derived from the Kozinec algo-
rithm which is very similar to the Perceptron. There is a
nice modi"cation that leads to the S–K-algorithm which
"nds the optimal hyperplane with a given precision. The
S–K-algorithm possesses two restrictive properties, i.e., the
involved separating function is linear, and the training set
must be separable.

We contributed by generalizing the S–K-algorithm to the
non-linear case by incorporating kernel functions. The ex-
tension to the non-separable case was suggested as well.
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The proposed Kernel S–K-algorithm solves the consider-
ably more general problem than the original algorithm while
preserving its simplicity. The requirement in memory stor-
age is linear in data. This property allows the use of the
proposed algorithm for large training problems. The exper-
iments conducted demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
is competitive with state-of-the art algorithms. We have se-
lected the SMO [7], SVMlight [8], ROMMA [9] and k-NN
classi"er for detailed comparison.

The proposed algorithm was included into the public do-
main Statistical Pattern Recognition Toolbox implemented
in Matlab. It can be downloaded including the source code
from http://cmp.felk.cvut.cz.
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